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Abstract

At Mars, charge exchange between solar wind protons and neutral exospheric hydrogen produces energetic neutral atoms

(ENAs) that can penetrate into the collisional atmosphere, where they can be converted through collisions into H+ and H–.

The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission observed a population of negatively charged particles at low

altitudes, whose energies, angular distribution, and dependence on the upstream solar wind were consistent with H–originating

in the solar wind. The highest fluxes of H– were observed near perihelion and the southern summer solstice. We calculated

an average ratio of ˜4% between H– density and H+ density, implying a slightly smaller relative abundance than reported

previously (˜10%). We found that the fraction of H ENAs converted to H– increases with the solar wind energy, in agreement

with laboratory measurements of the H–CO2 electron capture cross section.
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Key Points: 7 

• We observed H– in the Martian atmosphere at low altitudes with solar wind energies 8 

• Fluxes of H– varied seasonally, with a maximum near perihelion and the southern 9 
summer solstice 10 

• We found a ratio of about four percent between H– density and H+ density, lower than 11 
previously reported ratios  12 
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Abstract 13 

At Mars, charge exchange between solar wind protons and neutral exospheric hydrogen produces 14 
energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) that can penetrate into the collisional atmosphere, where they 15 
can be converted through collisions into H+ and H–. The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile 16 
EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission observed a population of negatively charged particles at low 17 
altitudes, whose energies, angular distribution, and dependence on the upstream solar wind were 18 
consistent with H– originating in the solar wind. The highest fluxes of H– were observed near 19 
perihelion and the southern summer solstice. We calculated an average ratio of ~4% between H– 20 
density and H+ density, implying a slightly smaller relative abundance than reported previously 21 
(~10%). We found that the fraction of H ENAs converted to H– increases with the solar wind 22 
energy, in agreement with laboratory measurements of the H–CO2 electron capture cross section. 23 

Plain Language Summary 24 

At Mars, interactions between solar wind protons and neutral hydrogen in the outer atmosphere 25 
produces energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) that travel into the inner atmosphere, where collisions 26 
with atmospheric gas can produce H+ ions and H– ions. The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile 27 
EvolutioN (MAVEN) missions observed H– ions in the inner atmosphere, with energies and 28 
velocities that matched the solar wind. The highest fluxes of H– ions were seen when Mars was 29 
closest to the Sun, during the southern summer. We found that the relative amount of H– ions to 30 
H+ ions was smaller than previous studies had found. We also found that the amount of H– ions 31 
produced depended on the solar wind energy, a result that agrees with laboratory experiments. 32 

1 Introduction 33 

 In addition to a collisional atmosphere, Mars has a neutral hydrogen exosphere that 34 
extends to altitudes of several Martian radii (Anderson, 1974; Chaufray et al., 2008). A portion 35 
of the exosphere extends to altitudes upstream of the Martian bow shock, where incoming solar 36 
wind protons can undergo charge exchange with neutral exospheric hydrogen to produce 37 
energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) moving towards Mars with the original solar wind velocity 38 
(Kallio et al., 1997; Holmström et al., 2002; Gunell et al., 2006). Uninhibited by electromagnetic 39 
fields, the ENAs can pass through the bow shock and into the collisional atmosphere, where 40 
collisions with atmospheric gases can cause energy deposition (Kallio & Barabash, 2001), proton 41 
aurora (Ritter et al., 2018; Deighan et al., 2018), and angular spreading and backscatter (Kallio & 42 
Barabash, 2001; Shematovich et al., 2011; Halekas et al., 2015; Bisikalo et al., 2018; Girazian & 43 
Halekas, 2021). The ENAs can also undergo electron stripping or electron attachment in 44 
collisions with atmospheric neutrals, producing both positive (Kallio & Barabash, 2001; Halekas 45 
et al., 2015) and negative (Halekas et al., 2015) hydrogen ions. 46 

Hydrogen ENAs have been observed at Mars by Mars Express (MEX) (Gunell et al., 47 
2006; Futaana et al., 2006; Brinkfeldt et al., 2006; Mura et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013). 48 
However, MEX periapsis altitudes of ~270 km lie above altitudes of peak ENA energy 49 
deposition. Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN)’s lower altitude periapsis of 50 
~150 km provides an opportunity to observe the charged products of ENA collisions at altitudes 51 
of peak energy deposition. Indeed, Halekas et al. (2015) observed a ubiquitous flux of H+ ions 52 
and an occasional flux of H– ions at low altitudes, with energies corresponding to the upstream 53 
solar wind. In this manuscript, we more closely examine the H– ions detected by MAVEN at low 54 
altitudes. 55 
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Similar effects occur at comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko, where H– ions have been 56 
detected by the Ion and Electron Sensor aboard Rosetta (Burch et al., 2015). Here, H– ions were 57 
observed with fluxes of ~10% of the proton fluxes and energies of ~90% of the proton energies. 58 
Burch et al. (2015) concluded that the observed fluxes and energies were consistent with H– ion 59 
production via double charge exchange between solar wind protons and molecules in the coma. 60 
The study at comet 67P provides a valuable comparison for our own study of H– ions at Mars. 61 

2 Data 62 

We used data from MAVEN’s Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) (Mitchell et al., 63 
2016), an electrostatic analyzer that measures negatively charged particles between 3 eV and 4.6 64 
keV. SWEA has an energy resolution of DE/E = 17%, a measurement cadence of 2 seconds, and 65 
a field of view of 360° ´ 120° (azimuth ´ elevation) with an angular resolution of 22.5° ´ 20° 66 
(azimuth ´ elevation). Although designed to measure electrons in the Mars environment, SWEA 67 
is capable of detecting any particle with a negative charge and an energy per charge in the 68 
detectable range, including the H– ions of interest in our study. 69 

Our analysis included 3150 MAVEN orbits occurring between 07 October 2014 and 22 70 
February 2020. We required that MAVEN be orbiting on the dayside of Mars during spacecraft 71 
periapsis, such that the area of observation was directly downstream of the solar wind. This 72 
allowed us to compare SWEA’s measurements with the upstream solar wind, which was 73 
measured on the same orbits by MAVEN’s Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) (Halekas et al., 74 
2015). We filtered out orbits where the upstream solar wind energy was below 600 eV so that H– 75 
ions originating in the solar wind would be separated from the significant fluxes of 76 
photoelectrons, including Auger electrons at ~500 eV (Mitchell et al., 2000). 77 

Figure 1 shows an example of SWEA data from a single periapsis pass on 08 March 78 
2015. The top and middle panels are angle–integrated spectrograms covering 30 minutes, 79 
centered on the time of periapsis, and the bottom panel is a time–series plot of the spacecraft 80 
altitude. The top panel is averaged over surface–looking directions and depicts fluxes and 81 
energies of particles with sunward velocities, while the middle panel is averaged over space–82 
looking directions and depicts fluxes and energies of particles with anti–sunward velocities. At 83 
low energies, MAVEN observed significant fluxes of electrons in both the sunward and anti–84 
sunward velocity directions. At altitudes below ~200 km, MAVEN observed a low–flux signal 85 
exclusively in the anti–sunward velocity direction, with energies corresponding to the solar wind 86 
energies (~3 keV at this time). The energy and angular distribution of this signal are consistent 87 
with particles originating in the solar wind, while the low altitude and negative charge are 88 
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consistent with H– ions produced in collisions between penetrating ENAs and gas in the 89 
collisional atmosphere. 90 

 91 

Figure 1. Angle–integrated time–series plots of SWEA 3D survey data for sunward (top) and 92 
anti–sunward (middle) particle velocities, covering 30 minutes centered on the time of periapsis 93 
for a MAVEN orbit on 08 March 2015. The spacecraft altitude (bottom) is also shown. SWEA 94 
observed high fluxes of photoelectrons at low energies in both velocity directions. At altitudes 95 
below ~200 km, there is low–flux signal at high energies seen exclusively in the anti–sunward 96 
velocity direction, which we interpret as H– ions originating in the solar wind. 97 

It is worth noting that the data shown in figure 1 was taken during a MAVEN orbit that 98 
followed a high–speed interplanetary coronal mass ejection (CME). The CME dramatically 99 
increased the number of charged particles incident on the Martian exosphere, leading to a 100 
significant increase in the penetrating ENA flux and subsequently a significant increase in the H– 101 
flux observed at low altitudes. During times with more typical solar wind conditions, both the 102 
energy and flux of the low–altitude H– population were lower than seen in figure 1 (and 103 
sometimes were not detectable at all). We chose to use the above orbit as an example because of 104 
the clarity of the H– signal and the clear difference in flux between the sunward and anti–105 
sunward velocity directions. 106 

3 Flux–Energy Spectra 107 

For every orbit in our analysis, we averaged the flux measured by SWEA during times 108 
when the spacecraft altitude was below 300 km, for both the sunward and anti–sunward velocity 109 
directions. Plotting the averaged fluxes against the detector energies, we created time–averaged 110 
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and angle–averaged flux–energy spectra. Figure 2 shows both the sunward (dashed) and anti–111 
sunward (solid) flux–energy spectra for a MAVEN orbit on 08 March 2015 (the same orbit used 112 
in figure 1). Visible in both spectra are peaks around ~20 eV from photoionization of CO2 and O 113 
(Frahm et al., 2006), and ~500 eV from Auger electrons produced by K shell ionization of 114 
atmospheric gases (Mitchell et al., 2000; Sakai et al., 2015). Above ~800 eV the two spectra 115 
diverge, with a peak in the anti–sunward spectrum around ~3 keV corresponding to H– ions 116 
produced by solar wind ENA reconversion. 117 

 118 

Figure 2. Time–averaged and angle–averaged flux–energy spectra for sunward (dashed) and 119 
anti–sunward (solid) particle velocities. The fluxes were averaged over times where the 120 
spacecraft altitude was below 300 km, during a MAVEN periapsis pass on 08 March 2015. At 121 
energies above ~800 eV, the two spectra diverge revealing a population of negatively charged 122 
particles with anti–sunward velocities, with a peak near ~3 keV. 123 

We do not expect to see any significant flux of negatively charged particles at high 124 
energies and low altitudes in the sunward velocity direction. Although some H– ions may 125 
experience enough collisions to be backscattered into the sunward velocity direction, the 126 
expected energy loss from such collisions would cause the backscatter fluxes to be obscured by 127 
the high fluxes of electrons. Combined with the low flux of H– ions to begin with, it is unlikely 128 
that we would be able to detect any backscattered H–. We therefore considered the high–energy 129 
flux seen in the sunward velocity direction to be entirely background, resulting from natural 130 
radioactivity in the microchannel plate detectors and/or penetrating galactic cosmic rays. For 131 
each orbit in our analysis, we calculated the background flux by averaging the flux measured in 132 
the four highest detector energy bins for the sunward velocity direction. For orbits where data 133 
was missing at high energies in the sunward velocity direction, we used the average background 134 
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flux from all other orbits. We created corrected flux–energy spectra by subtracting the 135 
background value from the flux measured at each detector energy. 136 

The monodirectional velocities of the H– ions that SWEA observed at energies above 137 
~800 eV are indicative of particles with origins in the solar wind. Therefore, we expect the fluxes 138 
and energies of these H– ions to depend on the conditions of the upstream solar wind. SWIA 139 
measured the solar wind with both direct observations of upstream solar wind protons and 140 
observations of penetrating protons in the atmosphere converted to an estimate of the upstream 141 
solar wind. We grouped MAVEN orbits based on the upstream solar wind energy measured by 142 
SWIA during each orbit and averaged the SWEA background–corrected anti–sunward flux–143 
energy spectra for each solar wind energy group. Figure 3 shows four flux–energy spectra 144 
corresponding to four solar wind energy ranges, which together contain all 3150 MAVEN orbits 145 
used in our study. Below detector energies of ~800 eV the spectra are dominated by fluxes of 146 
photoelectrons, which are independent of the solar wind. The familiar H– signal shows up at 147 
solar wind energies greater than 1 keV, suggesting that solar wind protons must have sufficiently 148 
high energy to produce H– ions that are detectable above the electron fluxes. As the upstream 149 
solar wind energy increases, both the peak flux and the peak energy of the H– ions increase, as 150 
expected. 151 

 152 

Figure 3. Four flux–energy spectra, averaged over solar wind energies. The spectra were 153 
calculated using the background–corrected anti–sunward spectra of the individual orbits. H– ions 154 
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were detected above ~800 eV for solar wind energies above 1 keV. At higher solar wind 155 
energies, both the peak flux and the peak energy of the H– ions increase. 156 

4 Seasonal Variation 157 

Over the course of the Martian year, the neutral hydrogen column density upstream of the 158 
bow shock varies significantly, with the highest densities occurring near perihelion and the 159 
southern summer solstice (Clarke et al., 2014; Halekas, 2017). The flux of hydrogen ENAs 160 
produced by charge exchange is proportional to the neutral density, as discussed by Burch et al. 161 
(2015). Because the flux of H– ions should depend on the flux of ENAs, we expect to observe 162 
increased fluxes of H– ions during times of increased neutral density. We binned MAVEN orbits 163 
by Martian solar longitude and calculated the average flux of H– for each bin, identifying the H– 164 
flux for each orbit as the peak flux measured by SWEA above 1 keV. Figure 4 shows the average 165 
flux of H– at each solar longitude bin, with each bin spanning 60° in LS. At high LS, the H– flux 166 
is increased by a factor of ~2, with the highest average flux seen between LS = 240° and LS = 167 
300°. This range contains perihelion and the southern summer solstice, where the highest fluxes 168 
are expected. The seasonal increase in H– flux coincides with the seasonal increase in neutral 169 
density, and the factor ~2 increase is reasonable given the change in exospheric neutral column 170 
density calculated by Halekas (2017). 171 

 172 

Figure 4. Average flux of H– ions for 6 Martian solar longitude bins. Each bin spans 60° of LS, or 173 
two Martian months. Average fluxes were calculated using the peak flux measured by SWEA 174 
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above 1 keV. The flux of H– ions increased by a factor of ~2 at high LS, with a maximum 175 
occurring at 240° £ LS £ 300°. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean. 176 

5 Charge State Density Ratios 177 

Hydrogen ENAs streaming through the collisional atmosphere experience electron 178 
stripping and electron attachment in collisions with atmospheric gas, producing H+ ions and H– 179 
ions, respectively. The relative abundance of each charge state was measured at comet 67P 180 
(Burch et al., 2015), where the fluxes of H– were ~10% of the fluxes of H+. Early observations at 181 
Mars by MAVEN (Halekas et al., 2015) also found H– fluxes that were ~10% that of H+ fluxes. 182 
We examined the relative amounts of each charge state by comparing the densities of H– 183 
measured by SWEA to the densities of H+ measured by SWIA. For 418 orbits, where low–184 
altitude SWEA and SWIA data were both available, we calculated the H– density moment nH– 185 
using a weighted sum: 186 

𝒏𝑯" = (𝟕. 𝟐𝟐𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎"𝟕) ∙ 𝒅𝛀 ∙/𝒅𝑬 ∙ 𝑬"𝟏.𝟓 ∙ 𝑭𝑯" 187 

where dW = p/Ö2 is the solid angle covered by the measurement, dE is the width of each energy 188 
bin, E is the particle (and bin) energies, FH– is the background–corrected differential energy 189 
fluxes, and the sum is over energy bins above 800 eV. The constant fixes the units, assuming the 190 
measured ions have the mass of hydrogen. The average H– density was 1.416 ´ 10–4 191 
particles/cm3, and the average H–/H+ density ratio was ~4%. This result agrees reasonably well 192 
with the ratios reported by Burch et al. (2015) and Halekas et al. (2015). 193 

While collisions between ENAs and atmospheric gases produce H– ions and H+ ions, 194 
backreactions also occur, converting H– and H+ back to a neutral state. The amounts of H– and 195 
H+ present at a given time are ultimately determined by the relevant cross sections (electron 196 
capture for H–, electron loss for H+) and backreactions (photodetachment and charge exchange 197 
for H–, primarily charge exchange for H+). Laboratory measurements indicate a ratio of ~10% 198 
between the electron capture and electron loss cross sections in collisions between 1 keV H and 199 
CO2 (Lindsay et al., 2005). If the backreactions for H– and H+ occurred at similar rates, we 200 
would expect the ratio between H– density and H+ density to also be ~10%. The lower ratio of 201 
~4% that we observed suggests that backreactions more quickly convert H– to H than charge 202 
exchange converts H+ to H. 203 

Ion production in the collisional atmosphere is dominated by collisions between neutral 204 
hydrogen and carbon dioxide (Kallio & Barabash, 2001). Laboratory experiments performed by 205 
Lindsay et al. (2005) measured the cross sections for electron loss and electron capture in 206 
collisions between H and CO2 and found that both cross sections increase with the energy of the 207 
incident H atom. The analogous situation at Mars involves solar wind hydrogen ENAs incident 208 
upon atmospheric CO2. We used the ratio between H– density and solar wind H (HSW) density as 209 
a measure of the electron capture cross section, and the upstream solar wind energy as a measure 210 
of the incident H energy. The density and energy of the upstream solar wind were measured by 211 
SWIA. Figure 5 shows the H–/HSW density ratio as a function of the upstream solar wind energy. 212 
We observed a factor of ~4 increase in the H–/HSW density ratio, a trend that compares favorably 213 
with Lindsay et al. (2005). We also examined how the ratio between H– density and H+ density 214 
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varies with solar wind energy, as shown in figure 6. We found a flatter trend overall, which is 215 
expected since both the electron loss and electron capture cross sections increase with incident H 216 
energy. 217 

 218 

Figure 5. Average ratios of H– density to solar wind density for four solar wind energy bins, each 219 
covering 400 eV. H– densities were calculated with SWEA differential energy fluxes measured 220 
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above 800 eV. Solar wind densities and energies were measured by SWIA. Error bars correspond 221 
to the standard error of the mean. 222 

 223 

Figure 6. Average H–/H+ density ratios for four solar wind energy bins, each 400 eV wide. H– 224 
densities were calculated using SWEA differential energy fluxes, and H+ densities were 225 
calculated using SWIA penetrating proton measurements. Error bars correspond to the standard 226 
error of the mean. 227 

6 Conclusions 228 

MAVEN observed a population of negatively charged particles at periapsis altitudes in 229 
Mars’ collisional atmosphere. The energy, angular distribution, and dependence on the upstream 230 
solar wind of these particles were consistent with H– ions produced in collisions between H 231 
ENAs and atmospheric CO2, with origins in the solar wind. The flux of H– varied seasonally 232 
along with the neutral hydrogen column density upstream of the bow shock, indicating that the 233 
penetrating hydrogen ENAs likely formed through charge–changing interactions between solar 234 
wind protons and exospheric hydrogen atoms. 235 

We calculated relative abundances of H– ions that were similar to, although slightly 236 
smaller than, previous work at both Mars and at comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko. The 237 
smaller ratio between H– density and H+ density suggests that conversion of H– back to H 238 
(through photodetachment, charge exchange) may occur more quickly than conversion of H+ to 239 
H (primarily through charge exchange). In future work, a Monte–Carlo model could be used to 240 
track different charged species through the collisional atmosphere, taking into account the 241 
relevant reactions (collisions, charge exchange, photodetachment). Such a model could provide a 242 
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useful comparison to the measured relative charge state abundances presented here. Future work 243 
could also estimate the equilibrium charged fraction, and the related detachment cross section, of 244 
H– ions in the atmosphere using the observed H–/HSW density ratio. Such models could provide 245 
insight into the various interactions that occur between charged species in the collisional 246 
atmosphere. 247 
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